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Abstract
Background
Some communities hosting diesel-truck/train hubs like East
Los Angeles, part of the largest US port complex, have 19 times
the US-cancer rate. One hypothesis, for US failure to adequately
regulate diesel exhaust and to protect mostly-minority hub
communities it harms, is dependence on flawed US-government/industry analyses of diesel effects.
Methods
Using logical and methodological analysis, this review article
summarizes and compares diesel-caused health harm, including
the US-versus-WHO scientific dispute over whether diesel is a
known human carcinogen. It also assesses all the scientific studies
comprising the 10-year, joint US Environmental Protection Agency
and auto-industry 2015 Advanced Collaborative Emissions Study
(ACES) of diesel exhaust. ACES claims “New-Technology-Diesel
Exhaust” (NTDE) causes neither cancer nor non-cancer health harm.
Results
WHO pro-diesel-carcinogenicity studies show no evidence of four
problems: begging the question, inconsistency, data-suppression, or
subjective judgments. However, the ACES con-diesel-carcinogenicity studies reveal major errors of scientific method in all four areas:
The WHO analyses both appear superior to those of ACES and are
better able to answer likely objections.
Conclusion
Given the logical and methodological flaws in the ACES studies,
and apparent US regulatory reliance on ACES, their flaws help keep
diesel-polluted communities like East Los Angeles from getting
pollution relief and improved health.
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Introduction
Childhood brain tumors, most commonly neuroblastomas, are
the leading cause of cancer death in US children. Most of these brain
cancers are diagnosed before 5 years of age. Besides prenatal exposure
to pesticides, one of the main causes of child brain tumors is exposure
to diesel exhaust [1-8]. The latest (2016) government data show that
for the last 10 years, annual rates of cancer incidence have been
increasing 3 times faster for children under age 15 than for adults. For
the last 10 years, annual rates of brain cancer have been increasing
9 times faster for children (1.8 percent/year) than for adults
(0.2 percent/year). However the brain-cancer-survival rates are not
increasing [9-12].
Recently three-year-old Citlalih Ramirez of East Los Angeles was
diagnosed with an aggressive brain cancer, neuroblastomas. She is
one of about 5,000 US infants and children diagnosed each year with
brain tumors. Most children diagnosed with neuroblastomas will
not see their next 5 birthdays. Because diesel exhaust is tied to brain
tumors, Citlalih - like many other victims - may have been harmed by
diesel exhaust in her neighborhood of East Los Angeles. It is home to
the largest port complex in the US Diesel-powered ships bring goods
from abroad, and national rail/trucking-hubs transport them across
the US Every day 30,000-50,000large heavy-duty diesel trucks barrel
through Citlalih’s neighborhood. The result? The East-LA cancer rate
is 19 times higher than average-US rates, and 11 times higher than
already-high Los Angeles rates [13-17].
In the US, minority communities such as East Los Angeles have
the highest exposures to diesel exhaust and other air toxics, while
largely-white communities have the lowest [18]. Why is the rate of
child cancers increasing so much faster than that that of adults,
especially in hub communities? Why are rates of relatively rare brain
tumors skyrocketing, with the rate of child brain tumors increasing 9
times faster than that of adults?
Children obviously are more pollution-sensitive than adults,
and their detoxification mechanisms are not fully developed. Unlike
adults, children also have developmental periods during which they
can be permanently structurally changed, pre-programmed for later
disease, death, and misdevelopment [19]. Likewise both adult and
child cancer have been increasing so dramatically that genetics
cannot be the major cause. Instead researchers, including those from
the WHO, say “the overwhelming contribution to the causation of
cancer in the population” is “the environment” [20-22]. But if environment is a major key to preventing escalating cancer rates, why doesn’t
government clean up diesel-hub areas like East Los Angeles? This
article shows that apparent US regulatory reliance, on scientifically-flawed diesel-industry studies, is likely one reason for this
regulatory failure.
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Methods
This review article uses logical and methodological analysis for
two main tasks. (1) It summarizes and compares diesel-caused health
harm, including the US-versus-WHO scientific dispute over whether
diesel is a known human carcinogen. (2) It also assesses all the
scientific studies comprising the 10-year, joint US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and auto-industry 2015 Advanced
Collaborative Emissions Study (ACES) of diesel exhaust. ACES claims
“New Technology Diesel Exhaust” (NTDE), which reduces diesel
pollutants, causes neither cancer nor non-cancer health harm.

The dispute over diesel-assessment methods and harm
In 2012, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC),
part of WHO, named diesel exhaust a known human carcinogen
and called for tighter regulations. Most western nations and medical
associations agreed, and Europe passed new regulations. However,
partly because of the 2005-2015 joint government-oil/auto-industry
study, the Advanced Collaborative Emissions Study (ACES), the US
government denied that diesel is a known human carcinogen, said the
scientific data are “uncertain,” and failed to tighten diesel regulations.
The 2015 ACES studies claim that NTDE effects are “limited to the
respiratory tract,” and that NTDE causes “only a few mild effects
on the lungs,” no cancer or serious ailments, and “no evidence of
gene-damaging effects” [23,24].
Unless scientists confirm who is right about diesel harm, IARC
or ACES, diesel-impacted communities across the world - like East
LA - will not know whether medical science can help stop the health
harm they face. One way to begin to answer the question of who
is right is to see whether either of the two sets of studies, IARC or
ACES, makes obvious errors in scientific method. Two recent analyses
assessed the relative strengths of the IARC and ACES studies. The first
analysis showed that the ACES, but not the IARC research, are fatally
flawed because it neither studies what it claims, nor does so in an
unbiased way. Instead ACES relies on state-variable errors
(in assessing/measuring mainly NO2 and mass, not also the
deadliest component of any diesel exhaust/NTDE, Diesel Particulate
Matter (DPM)), and exhibits representativeness errors (in using
only the healthiest animals, too-small sample sizes, and non-lifetime
exposures). Despite some ACES strength, this analysis concludes that
because of these fundamental scientific flaws, ACES draws no valid
conclusions about diesel harm, thus does not support the claim that
no new regulations are necessary to protect against diesel harm [25].
The second analysis of the ACES-versus-IARC/WHO debate
shows that, consistent with IARC conclusions, DPM meets all
6 specified evidentiary criteria, any one of which is sufficient for DPM
regulation as a Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP), although regulators
make unit-risk-estimate, dose-response, and mechanistic errors in
denying DPM the status of a HAP [26].

Using four methodological questions to assess the controversy
Despite the two preceding studies, scientific work remaining to
be done is assessing the current ACES-versus-IARC/WHO debate in
terms of whether they avoid four basic, additional errors of scientific
method: begging the question, inconsistency, making subjective
judgments, and data-suppression. In other words is either of the
studies guilty of any of the following methodological errors?

• Do the studies fail to provide relevant and complete empirical
evidence for their fundamental claims, thus begging the question?
• Do they contradict themselves, falling into inconsistency?
• Do they make subjective/arbitrary judgments about what data are
relevant?
• Do they fall into data suppression of what fails to support their
conclusion?

Results
Do either the IARC or the ACES studies beg the question, fall
into inconsistency, suppress data, or provide subjective/arbitrary
interpretations of results? Subsequent paragraphs show that while
IARC studies appear to fall into none of these errors, ACES results are
compromised by all four failures.

IARC, ACES, and question-begging
The IARC studies appear not to beg the question because they
are based on data from hundreds of human epidemiological studies
and controlled animal experiments throughout the world, each of
which independently helps confirm and replicate the results of the
other studies, that diesel exhaust causes cancer. Moreover, scores of
“independent” scientists from IARC and WHO, throughout the
world, “unanimously” agreed that there was “compelling” and
“sufficient evidence” that diesel-exhaust causes carcinogenicity in both
humans and other animals. IARC also noted that while “the amount of
particulates and chemicals are reduced” with so-called “clean diesel”
or NTDE, the carcinogenic potential was not gone, and therefore
“actions to reduce exposures should encompass workers and the
general population” [27].
Does ACES provide empirical evidence for its main claims, as
does IARC, or does it beg the question by assuming what it claims
to show, that NTDE is not carcinogenic? As already noted, because
the ACES authors use non-representative samples and incorrect state
variables [25], they fall into a question-begging analysis because they
assume---rather than establish---that these flawed samples and state
variables are sufficient to assess diesel carcinogenicity. They beg
the question of relevant state variables because they use NO2, not
DPM, levels to assess harm from DPM, the most hazardous part of
diesel exhaust [23,28]. Their reason for begging the question about
DPM-assessment methods and DPM cancers? They say DPM is too
difficult to measure, although many others have done so. They also
say resulting cancers were related to NO2, not diesel exhaust/ DPM,
a question-begging result because they assessed NO2, not diesel
exhaust/DPM [23].
ACES authors also be at least four different questions when they
admit “it is possible that components of NTDE other than NO2 may
have contributed to the [harmful NTDE] effects reported, but the low
levels of other components [like DPM] suggest that they would not be
primarily responsible” [23]. This ACES admission begs the question;
first, by assuming, not establishing, that low levels of DPM are
insufficient to cause harm---precisely the question they are supposed
to be evaluating.
Second, this ACES admission begs the question because it assumes,
rather than substantiates, the obviously false assumption that degree
of hazard is based only on mass (“low levels”) of a substance, rather
than also on its own inherent degree of toxicity or carcinogenicity. Yet
obviously a millionth of a gram of extremely-hazardous material, such
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as plutonium, can be more harmful than a gram of something less
hazardous. Similarly, DPM is far more hazardous than the NO2 from
a single NTDE diesel engine, although the mass of the exhaust NO2 is
greater than the mass of DPM.

1) Claim to have done both cancer and non-cancer studies, including
brain studies;

Third, this ACES admission begs the question and falls into
qualitative unscientific language by assuming that a quantitatively-undefined “low” level of DPM is insufficient to cause harm.

3) Claim, after finding brain damage, to have studied only lung
cancer; and

Fourth, this ACES admission begs the question by assuming,
not establishing, that diesel components like DPM “would not be
primarily responsible” for resulting cancer, because they have tested
neither the relative mass nor the relative hazard of these NTDE
components. Besides, even if DPM were not “primarily responsible”
for responsible for cancers, this inconsistent ACES admission assumes
that DPM could be responsible, just not primarily. Either diesel
causes cancer or not. Even not-primarily-DPM-caused are still
cancers caused by diesel.
The preceding four instances of ACES question-begging, in
dismissing harm from undefined “low levels” of DPM, and instead
measuring NO2 harm is like someone who deliberately looks for a
neutrino with a flashlight, finds no neutrinos, then claims there are
no neutrinos. Analogously, the ACES scientists use NO2 levels to
look for diesel cancers, and then claim to find no diesel cancers, only
NO2 cancers. This ACES question-begging are particularly erroneous
because it is well established that NO2 can cause cancer. No new
analysis is necessary to assess this point. A classic 2015 meta-analysis
showed that scores of studies indicate that scientists know the precise
dose-response curve for NO2-induced lung cancers. Each 10 ug/m3
increase in NO2 causes those exposed to have a 4 percent increase in
lung-cancer incidence [29].
The ACES question-begging already noted is not unusual. Indeed,
begging the question is typical of ACES studies, even on the issues
central to the ACES conclusion. For instance, because many ACES
biochemical assays lack positive controls, ACES begs the question
whether these tests were sensitive enough to detect any changes [23].
Similarly, the next sections of the paper shows that ACES scientists
find brain harm from NTDE but deny this harm by begging the
question, not showing, that this harm is not biologically significant.
Likewise later sections show ACES begs the question when it claims
to find precancerous changes in a “few” subjects or in a “small”
number of cases, but assumes without evidence that because of the
“small” numbers, these changes are not precancerous.

IARC, ACES, and the brain-inconsistency error
How well do IARC and ACES studies avoid other errors, like
inconsistency? The IARC studies avoid contradiction because they are
based on consistent data from hundreds of human-epidemiological
studies and controlled animal experiments throughout the world,
each of which independently helped confirm and replicate the same
carcinogenicity results of other studies. Moreover, scores of different,
“independent” scientists from IARC and WHO, throughout the world,
“unanimously” agreed that there was “compelling” and “sufficient
evidence,” consistent evidence that diesel-exhaust causes carcinogenicity in both humans and other animals [27].
Yet partly because ACES authors ignore the special hazards
associated with most DPM, as already mentioned, they also fall into
several inconsistencies, one regarding NTDE effects on the brain. One
inconsistency occurs when the ACES authors

2) Admit that they found diesel damage in the brain after even
limited studies;

4) Then falsely claim to have found only minor respiratory effects of
NTDE.
Yet preceding claims (1) and (3) contradict each other, both
affirming and denying that they are studying only lung cancer - and
preceding claims (2) and (4) contradict each other, affirming and
denying that they found brain damage. Their claim (1) to have
studied non-cancer effects remains, to date, in the title of all four of
their ACES studies: “Lifetime Cancer and Non-Cancer Assessment
in Rats Exposed to New-Technology Diesel Exhaust,” including
“Assessment of Genotoxicity and Oxidative Damage in Rats after
Chronic Exposure to New-Technology Diesel Exhaust in the ACES
Bioassay” [23].
After they (1) claim to assess both cancer and non-cancer diesel
effects, including Genotoxicity and oxidative damage, the ACES
authors (2) admit diesel-induced brain damage. They say that although
brain “baseline levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines, tumor necrosis
factor alpha, and interleukin-1 alpha,” all evidence of oxidative
damage to the brain, “were found to increase in the [forebrain or]
striatum after exposure,” they decided to study only lipid peroxidation in the brain, and only in the hippocampus, not the striatum
of the brain. Despite limiting their brain study, they then admitted
that “a few of our analyses showed statistically-significant differences
between some [exposed and not exposed] groups.” Yet after ignoring
both study of the striatum and statistically-significant effects in the
hippocampus, they beg the question. That is, they say their brain
results “are not likely to be biologically important,” and therefore
conclude that their NTDE study “did not produce significant or
persistent oxidatively induced DNA damage to rats at the exposure
levels we tested” [30].
After (2) admitting they found DNA damage to the rat brain, how
were ACEs authors able to deny it, especially when their diesel-exhaust studies also found brain damage [31]? Numerous well-controlled animal and human studies, including brain autopsies, show
that there is no safe dose of DPM, that any DPM is associated with
increased brain inflammation, cytokines, oxidative damage, and diffuse amyloid plaques, plus DNA damage to the olfactory bulb, and
brain pathology that can include Alzheimer’s, autism, birth defects,
brain cancer, Parkinson’s, and even death [32-51]. ACES scientists
(3) tried to deny brain damage, saying “How…inhaled particles are
mediated outside the lungs…was not the object of these studies;
effects may result from…transfer of smaller-sized particles out of the
lung or via…inflammatory or neurologic signaling…outside the lung”
[31]. ACES thus contradicts itself in asserting both (1) and (3) because
in taking brain samples and subjecting them to minimal peroxidation
tests [28,30], it shows it is doing non-cancer and non-lung studies
and accepts claim (1). Yet the preceding quote shows they (3) deny
studying brain effects. By this denial, the authors are able to make
claim (4): “The effects that were observed with NTDE were limited to
the respiratory tract and were mild” [23].
Similar ACES consistency problems occur regarding its
claims to assess “cancer and non-cancer” and to provide the “first
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comprehensive” study of NTDE [23], and yet to ignore other obvious
phenomena indicating NTDE harm. For instance, when people are
subjected to DPM, the most harmful component in NTDE, the body
attempts to clear this PM from organs such as the lung via the blood,
then to send the recovered PM to the intestines and bowel. This is
why DPM exposure is associated with a multiplicity of different organ
problems, including liver and colon cancer [52-56]. ACES researchers
never examine any intestinal tissue in their studies [31], yet claim their
studies are “comprehensive” [23].The preceding inconsistencies are
especially damning because, from an inconsistency, any claim
whatsoever follows. But if any claim follows, no ACES claims can be
trusted.

IARC, ACES, and the cancer-inconsistency error
ACES makes a similar, cancer-related contradiction when it
claims “no evidence of cancer” and “no precancerous changes” [57],
despite inflammation, oxidative stress, tissue degeneration, and both
squamous metaplasia lesions and epithelial hyperplasia lesions in the
nose of animals in every group in the study, including those receiving
the tiniest doses of diesel exhaust [28].Oncologists have long known
that hyperplasia and metaplasia lesions like those found by ACES
typically lead to cancer, and that people with these lesions have much
higher rates of cancer [58-64]. In fact, pathology textbooks clearly
state that “in rodents, hyperplastic and metaplastic changes [precisely
the changes that ACES found]…are considered a prelude to neoplasia”
or cancer [65,66]. Yet ACES denies that its studies showed any
precancerous states [57].

Subjective interpretations of ACES results
Besides its question-begging and inconsistent interpretations of
its data, ACES scientists also repeatedly give subjective, nonscientific
opinions or value judgments when they should be giving
substantiated, quantitative conclusions. For instance, researchers
tested equal small numbers of male and female rats, but then
arbitrarily rejected results that were not “concurrent in both sexes”
[28]. That is, repeatedly throughout the study, female rats experienced
statistically-significant, NTDE-caused harm, such as reduced lung
airflow and increased inflammation, but the researchers rejected these
harmful results because male rats did not have the same results. ACES
also showed that male rats exposed to NTDE had statistically-significant increases in mortality but, again, because females did not exhibit
the identical effects, ACES researchers rejected them on the basis of
the arbitrary and incorrect assumption that male and female health
effects of pollution are invalid unless they are identical. Finding
consistent results in both sexes is not a necessary condition for
reliable research findings, as many outcomes are far worse in one sex
than in another. Indeed, this is why researchers aim to have both male
and female subjects. For instance, as compared to men, women have
more than double the risk of certain organ cancers from exposure to
the same dose of ionizing radiation; overall, women’s average rate of
cancer, per unit of radiation exposure, is about 50 percent higher than
that of men [67]. Similarly, many outcomes are worse for men than
for women at the same exposure level. For instance, men are four or
five times more likely than women to have autism spectrum disorders
[68]. Hence the ACES rejection of repeated precancerous and other
results that are not the same, for different sexes, is arbitrary, subjective,
and incorporates a false-negative bias.
Often the subjective ACES judgments are not merely erroneous,
but also contrary to actual ACES reported research findings. For
instance, ACES pathologists claim finding “no evidence of cancer or

precancerous lesions” [57]. Yet only 4 pages earlier, the same authors
admit that rats exposed to NTDE exhibited “hyperplasia and
bronchiolization considered related to inhalation of [NTDE]
2007-technology diesel exhaust…. [because] These bronchiolar
lesions were…not present in most slides….The…opinion [not fact
or proof] was that diesel-exhaust-related pulmonary lesions were
restricted to high-exposure animals,” not on “most” slides, and “were
of minimal to mild severity” [57]. Similarly ACES authors admit that
“most of these tests, including tumor incidence, did not show any
exposure-related effects. A few statistically-significant changes were
observed at one or more exposure times and almost exclusively at the
highest exposure level” [57]. Or ACES authors admit NTDE induced
oxidative damage in the DNA, but damage was not “significant” [30].
But how much damage is “significant”? Why should lesions or
tumors “almost exclusively at the highest exposure level” be
discounted? Why does damage have to appear in “most” slides,
to be counted? ACES defends none of the subjective, erroneous
judgments - except to admit that “all lesions were graded subjectively
by a single board-certified veterinary pathologist,” regarding factors
such as “inflammation, cytotoxicity… and pneumocyte hyperplasia,” rather than using standard quantitative, scientific, measures of
these effects [28]. Thus, even ACES authors admit its cancer/precancer judgments were “graded subjectively” by one person. Obviously
ACES’ discovering that diesel causes cancer precursors - even those
subjectively judged as “mild,” and not on “most slides,” contradicts
the ACES claim that it found no evidence of cancer precursors [57].
ACES’ subjective, non-scientific judgments about what is “minimal,”
“mild,” and “most,” does not change the fact that the lesions appear to
be lung-cancer precursors. One cannot have a mild cancer precursor
that is not a cancer precursor, any more than one can have a mild
pregnancy that is not a pregnancy.
Subjective, nonscientific language occurs throughout the 198
pages of the four ACES studies. For instance, ACES researchers say
that they observed “minor biologic changes” [23], oxidative-stress and
tissue injury that were “mild” [28], “mild increases in inflammatory
and oxidative stress” [28], and that “most of the statistically significant
findings were significant only by trend analysis,” that “the rats
exhibited statistically significant” increases in “oxidative stress in
the lung” and “a mild inflammatory response” [28]. Yet in calling
such changes mild or minor, the ACES authors ignore the fact that
increased oxidative stress “promotes tumor formation by inducing
DNA mutations and pro-oncogenic signaling pathways” [69-71].They
ignore the fact that increased inflammation is a necessary for cancer
to occur [72,73]. The ACES authors likewise ignore the fact that they
found blood of exposed animals showed higher eosinophils over time
[28], something that can be caused by tumors. And although the
authors note increases in O1-1 and cytokines, they completely ignore
the fact that increased cytokine levels can promote tumors [28].
Perhaps ACES is correct that all these biometric increases are
minor, not tied to precancerous states. Even if they are, ACES authors
fail to explain why such changes are not precancerous. They also
provide no criteria for calling some change mild or minor. For
instance, when researchers say “some small changes in a few
markers of oxidation stress and inflammation were detected in lung
tissue, bronchoalveolar lavage fluid and blood” [23], they beg the
question as to what is “small” or “few.” Likewise when they say that
ACES studies have a “minor limitation” in that “some biochemical
assays lacked positive controls” [23], they reveal neither how many
and what percentage of biochemical assays lacked controls, nor what
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makes this limitation minor. Indeed, absence of positive controls
could mean their tests were not sensitive enough. Both explanations
are necessary, given the earlier ACES admission that the assessments
of which lesion is minor or mild are “subjective,” done by one
pathologist, and often include sample sizes of only 3-5 animals [28],
thus likely to generate false-negative results. At worst, ACES denial of
precancerous findings is false, and at best it is subjective, especially
given no positive controls.
ACES researchers also use arbitrary, subjective language when
they claim that “many plasma markers - several recognized as human
CVD [cardiovascular-disease] risk factors---were measured in the
plasma of rats exposed for up to 24 months” [74]. However, how many
are “many”? Which ones and how many plasma markers are “several”?
Why were all such plasma markers and risk factors not measured?
How many rats, precisely, were exposed to what levels of NTDE, and
for what number of months? Without answers to such questions,
genuine scientific explanation fails. Hence it is impossible to know
whether ACES conclusions are reliable. ACES researchers also
repeatedly use the qualitative, value-laden, nonscientific language of
“up to” certain doses or time periods [28]. Instead they need to tell
precisely how many animals had precisely what dose and had attained
precisely what month of exposure. These are important details, as
many animals died, leaving only 3-5 for some groups and thus
compromising the power of the studies. Such subjective, arbitrary
ACES language is incompatible with science.

Discussion
How important are the preceding ACES errors of question-begging, inconsistency, and arbitrary/subjective assessments of data?
They undercut ACES validity for at least three reasons, discussed
in later sections. First, the errors occur on nearly every page and
concern the key parameters and conclusions of the study. Second,
because these errors are classic signs of false-negative conclusions
(in this case, about NTDE harm), they may result from diesel and
auto-industry funding for the ACES studies. Third, these errors almost
always result in suppression of data contrary to study conclusions.

Why ACES errors cause omitted, suppressed, and invalid
data
When one examines the ACES research, question-begging,
inconsistent, subjective claims appear on virtually every page.
There are 73 instances of “up to,” as in “rats were exposed for up to
30 months” to NTDE [28]. But methodological validity requires
knowing precisely how many animals, at precisely which exposure
doses, for precisely what period of time were exposed---especially
because ACES authors claimed to use 140 female rats, plus 140 male
rats at each of 4 exposure levels for the study, yet later admitted that
only 3-5 animals remained at some exposure levels because so many
animals died [31,75]. This is a crucial failure, as language like “up to”
hinders assessment of false-negative biases.
Similarly the ACES studies have 45 instances of “mild,” 44 instances of “few,” 37 instances of “several,” 32 instances of “many,” and so
on. At each of these and other instances of qualitative, nonscientific
language, the authors appear to be giving their questionable,
value-laden opinions about the evidence, rather than quantitative
evidence itself. Such unscientific language suggests at least two
problems. First, as the subjective “opinion” language about
bronchial lesions and cancer precursors suggest, the ACES authors
may well have uncovered cancerous and precancerous effects of

NTDE. Second, perhaps as earlier paragraphs suggest, ACES
arbitrarily decided not to call these effects “precancerous” because
they revealed only “mild” effects. Yet precancerous lesions are
precancerous lesions, regardless of whether they are called “mild.”
The question-begging, inconsistent, and qualitative language
in ACES is particularly harmful because it is virtually always used
regarding key study results and key state variables, whose accuracy
is essential to legitimate study results. For instance, ACES is
question-begging in claiming to study NTDE, yet essentially assessing
doses based only on NO2 and mass, while ignoring the most harmful
part of NTDE, namely DPM. Assessing NTDE, based on mass, ignores
particle size/number, the main determinants of diesel harm. Thus
ACES begs the question that what it claims to study is actually what it
studies, thus draws no valid conclusions about what it claims to study.
Similarly, when ACES inconsistently claims both that it found lung
hyperplasia, a precancerous state, yet that it found no precancerous
states, its inconsistency invalidates its central conclusion that NTDE
“did not induce tumors or pre-cancerous changes.” ACES has similar
inconsistencies regarding whether it studied only exposures to rats
in midlife, the healthiest times of their lives, or “lifetime” exposures,
whether it studied only lung or also non-lung effects, and so on.
Likewise, when ACES uses arbitrary and subjective language like
“mild” to describe precancerous lesions or DNA damage, it rejects
what could challenge its conclusions. In other words, the
question-begging, inconsistencies, and subjective judgments in ACES
are always used in ways that allow them to dismiss results that could
challenge their no-NTDE-harm conclusions [25,26,76].
The ACES errors of question-begging, inconsistency, and subjective judgments compromise ACES validity because they result in
data-suppression, either failing to collect data that other researchers
have shown to be damning, or dismissing damning data when they
find it. For instance, when ACES begs the question of NTDE harm
by studying NO2 and mass, not also DPM and particle size/number,
it ignores data on the deadliest effects of NTDE, already known to
cause serious diesel harm. ACES thus accomplishes data suppression
through omission, doing the wrong studies with the wrong methods,
that collect the wrong data, then claiming no harm. Similarly, when
ACES errs through inconsistency, it also suppresses data. It admits
that it found precancerous states, such as lung hyperplasia, yet it dismisses and effectively suppresses these data by claiming that lesions
did not appear in “most” tests, or that the effects were “mild.” By dismissing precancerous, inflammatory, and DNA-damaging effects on
such subjective grounds, ACES clearly is guilty of data suppression
and arbitrary interpretation of the evidence. Any ACES tests showing
precancerous lesions after diesel exposure, a fact consistent with the
rest of the scientific literature amounts to precancerous effects, contrary to ACES data suppression. ACES inconsistencies and subjective
assumptions about “mild precancerous effects” not being precancerous, amount to data suppression.
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The ACES errors of question-begging, inconsistency, and
subjective judgments also are important because they may arise
from a bias that helps explain why ACES results contradict IARC
and WHO findings about diesel harm. In the foreword to the ACES
studies, the Health Effects Institute (HEI) admits that it receives half
its monies from the “worldwide motor-vehicle” industry, including
the diesel-truck industry. Yet it is a truism among social scientists that
one can predict scientific/engineering results simply by knowing the
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funder. Corporate-funded, flawed science/engineering
generates pro-industry conclusions [77-79].

often

Financial conflicts of interest also appear to bias ACES research
because it is so contrary to scientific consensus, including IARC
and WHO. ACES researchers must have known and ignored this
consensus, as they address no potential IARC-WHO challenges to
their work. ACES inconsistencies likewise suggest financial conflicts
of interest, as contradictions never occur in good scientific work.
In all the preceding ways, ACES research is reminiscent of
tobacco-industry studies, a key example of special-interest “science,”
“science” designed to further its funders’ profits rather than truth.
By 1950, medical journals had published convincing evidence of the
harms of cigarettes. Yet not until 1998 did the United States succeed
in regulating false tobacco claims, advertising, and marketing to
children. Not until 2008 did the World Health Organization (WHO)
issue its first report on global tobacco use, showing that tobacco was
killing 5 million people prematurely/year. Why did partial tobacco
regulations take 50 years to accomplish? One reason is that for
decades, the tobacco industry created/funded scientific “front groups,”
such as the Center for Indoor Air Research. It paid these front-group
consultants to publish “scientific” articles that denied cigarette harm
and blamed non-tobacco factors, such as smokers’ personal genetics,
for lung and other diseases [80]. By 2006, US courts found the
major cigarette makers guilty of civil fraud and racketeering, saying
they had engaged in a decades-long conspiracy to deceive the
public about smoking risks in order to sustain their profits. The World
Health Organization agreed and said the tobacco industry was “guilty
of fraud, deception and concealment” in using flawed science to
deliberately lie to the people [81].
Of course, “tobacco science” or special-interest science is nothing
new. Regulated industries often perform scientifically questionable
studies, designed to help the industry avoid regulations. They
typically pay scientists to publish studies claiming some
product/pollutant is not risky, and therefore that regulations are
“unjustified.” When evidence of product/pollutant harm is too
massive to deny, “tobacco-science” publications claim the risks are
uncertain, so that regulations are “premature.” Efforts to regulate
pollutants - such as those from dioxin, nuclear plants, PCBs, and
pharmaceuticals - to DES, Darvon, and Vioxx, all are tainted by
“special-interest science,” designed to further profits rather than truth.
Something similar could explain the ACES errors [77,79,82].

Responding to ACES objections
Have ACES authors objected to any of the previous criticisms? In
general, their objections come down to the fact that medical science
showing harm from Traditional Diesel Exhaust (TDE) is not relevant
to ACES NTDE research because NTDE is different from TDE. For
instance, ACES pathologists cite diesel-industry authors McClellan
and Hesterberg, then claim that “NTDE compared with TDE…is…
quite different…a difference in the hazard of the material….Studies of
the health impact of TDE exposures most likely do not reflect either
the hazards or the risks from NTDE” [57]. This objection is that
because NTDE employs new technology, TDE studies are largely
irrelevant to NTDE, and because WHO-IARC-scientific consensus is
about TDE, ACES has no need to assess IARC conclusions. ACES are
right that NTDE includes new technology---such as filters and lower-sulfur fuel.
However, for two reasons, ACES is wrong that TDE is so different
from NTDE that ACES need take no account of TDE data. ACES err,

first, because NTDE has not removed, only reduced, DPM threats,
and DPM has no safe dose. PM has a linear concentration-response
relationship with no dose threshold below which harm does not
occur; even the smallest PM doses are associated with carcinogenic, neurological, reproductive, cardiovascular, respiratory, and other
health harm [36,49,83-92]. Even ACES (xi) admits that NTDE
removes only 90 percent of DPM. Yet leaving 10 percent of
something with no safe dose can cause substantial harm. The US has
tens of millions of TDE engines that release hundreds of billions of
pounds of DPM/year; thus even an all-NTDE US vehicle fleet would
release tens of billions of pounds of DPM/year [84,93]. Currently
the 15 million TDE heavy-duty trucks in the US prematurely kill
approximately 21,000 Americans/year [51,94]. Thus if all these
vehicles released NTDE - which ACES claims is non-carcinogenic and
causes only mild effects, NTDE would still kill 2100 Americans each
year---roughly the same number as killed in the infamous 9-11-01
terrorist attacks on New York.
A second reason ACES errs in neglecting diesel/DPM studies
is that NTDE creates more ultrafine than was present in TDE, and
it is the most hazardous DPM, TDE, and NTDE diesel-exhaust
component, mainly because it has much smaller particles that are
much more potent causes of oxidative stress, reactive oxidative
species, and inflammation than other PM [95-101]. These small
particles can directly penetrate the brain and lungs, and cause
inflammation, oxidative stress, and worse, wherever the blood brings
them. NTDE also has higher particle-number concentrations and
higher percentages of more dangerous particles than TDE that make
it more dangerous [102-104], especially because it is 50-90 percent
metals, known neurotoxins [105-111]. Thus, although NTDE reduces
DPM mass overall---per particle, the NTDE DPM is more hazardous
than TDE DPM [112,113].

How to save citlaleh and members of other communities
from diesel harm
Protecting victims of diesel pollution might best be accomplished
by phasing in various strategies. One initial way is to pass regulations
and use community planning to reduce PM and especially DPM
exposures. Regulations might prohibit trucks/trains at hubs from
idling and from travelling in residential neighborhoods. Community
planning could include planting more trees along busy highways and
prohibiting locating schools near major highways [114-117].
Other protections would come from EPA’s regulating all diesel
vehicles, not just post-2007, heavy-duty trucks that must be NTDE.
Europe regulates all diesel vehicles and requires retrofits of all. There is
no good reason the US cannot do the same. The US also could provide
incentives for electric and hybrid vehicles and disincentives for diesel
vehicles. One disincentive would be to declare diesel and DPM
“hazardous air pollutants” or HAPs---which would automatically
trigger more protective regulations. HAP designation makes sense
because, as mentioned, US diesel exhaust causes more deaths than all
the other air toxics combined [76].
Because heavy-duty diesel trucks/trains/ships are the worst diesel
polluters, the best way to reduce their community-health harm would
be to electrify ports, as California has begun doing [116], then extend
this port-electrification, required it of all transport hubs, like that in
East Los Angeles. From there, all freight across the nation could be
electrified. Most freight in Europe already is electrified. There is no
good reason that the same could not be done in the US [118].
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Conclusion

19. Grandjean P (2012) Only One Chance. Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK.

Although NTDE or supposed “clean diesel” is better than
traditional diesel exhaust, anything that releases tens of billions of
pounds of pollutants that have no safe dose causes great harm - one
reason that even NTDE would still kill at least 2100 Americans each
year. To protect community health, especially near truck-and-train
hubs and rails/highways. The US could begin by following the lead
of Europe, regulating all diesel vehicles, and electrifying its freight.
Flawed, bought-and-paid-for science from the diesel-vehicle industry
- like that of ACES - distracts people from needed health protections.

20. Lichtenstein P, Holm NV, Verkasalo PK, Iliadou A, Kaprio J, et al. (2000) Environmental and heritable factors in the causation of cancer--analyses of cohorts of twins from Sweden, Denmark, and Finland. N Engl J Med 343: 78-85.
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